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FBI Issues Notice to Health Industry Highlighting Risks of
Unpatched Medical Devices
FEATURED AUTHORS:
The FBI issued a Private Industry Notification targeted to the health care
sector on September 12, 2022, warning that it has “identified an
increasing number of vulnerabilities posed by unpatched medical
devices that run on outdated software and devices that lack adequate
security features.” Read more
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Ireland Fines Instagram €405 Million for Children’s Data Violations
Ireland’s Data Privacy Commissioner will reportedly fine Instagram for
its handling of children’s data. According to an investigation that began
in 2020, Instagram published emails and phone numbers for children
ages 13 to 17 who operated business accounts. Business accounts
typically post this information by default.
Read more

NEW + NOW
Hackers Caused a Traffic Jam in Moscow
Hackers caused a massive traffic jam in Moscow by exploiting the ridesharing app Yandex Taxi and using it to summon dozens of taxis to a
single location. While Yandex has not confirmed the attacker’s identity,
the hacktivist group Anonymous claimed responsibility on Twitter. The
group has been actively taking aim at Russian targets in response to the
Russian Federation’s ongoing invasion of Ukraine.
Read more
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Advocacy Groups Urge Senators to Advance Bills Protecting
Children’s Data
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Provider groups and privacy advocates have joined together to put
pressure on Congress to pass two bipartisan bills designed to bolster
children and teens’ privacy. This week’s Privacy Tip shares the
details. Read more
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